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The Gaia-ESO Public Spectroscopic Survey has begun and will obtain high quality spectroscopy of some 100 000 Milky Way stars, in the field and in open clusters, down to magnitude 19, systematically covering all the major components of the Milky Way. This survey will provide the first homogeneous overview of the distributions of kinematics and chemical element abundances in the Galaxy. The motivation, organisation and implementation of the Gaia-ESO Survey are described, emphasising the complementarity with the ESA Gaia mission. Spectra from the very first observing run of the survey are presented.

“Europe has led the way in Galactic research as regards astrometry and spectroscopy, and is on the brink of taking the lead in photometry: ESA’s Hipparcos mission pioneered space astrometry and paved the way for the ambitious Gaia mission, which will perform the first parallax survey down to magnitude V = 20 in parallel with a complete characterisation of each observed object; ESO’s innovative telescopes (NTT and VLT) coupled to leading capabilities in the construction of multi-object spectrographs have yielded detailed stellar abundances of faint stars; ESO is about to start massive programmes of optical/near-IR photometry with two dedicated survey telescopes (VISTA and VST).” That impressive long sentence introduced the Messenger article (Turon et al., 2008b) describing the work of the ESA-ESO Working Group on Galactic Populations, Chemistry and Dynamics (Turon et al., 2008a). The same Messenger issue reported on the ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap: A Twenty Year Strategy for European Astronomy (Bode & Monnet, 2008), which concluded “among medium-scale investments, science analysis and exploitation for the approved Horizon 2000 Plus astrometric mission Gaia was judged most important”. The ESO community and ESO’s Scientific Technical Committee (STC) have continued the theme, leading to an ESO Workshop on Wide-field Spectroscopic Surveys, held in March 2009 (Melnick et al., 2009). This meeting concluded that a large public spectroscopic survey, using current ESO VLT instrumentation, “could place the European community in a favourable situation … and would go a long way towards generating the data required to complement Gaia if the surveys begin soon”.

That recommendation led, via a process involving Letters of Intent, review, and preliminary selection, to a 300-author proposal for the Gaia-ESO Public Spectroscopic Survey, a 300-night survey of all Galactic Stellar Populations, using FLAMES (both GIRAFFE and UVES) on the VLT’s Unit Telescope 2 (UT2). Following the review and approval of the proposal, and the development of a detailed Survey Management Plan agreed between ESO and the two Co-PIs, the Gaia-ESO Survey began taking data on the night of 31 December 2011.

This ambitious survey, of similar scale to the Public Surveys on VISTA and VST, is very clearly the culmination of many years of hard work, initiative, planning and dedication by very many people, from the writing of the science strategy to the spectrum analysis software. With the European Space Agency Gaia mission due for launch in 2013, Europe is indeed well on the way to scientific leadership in quantitative studies of the formation and evolution of the Milky Way and its components. The Gaia-ESO Survey offers the opportunity to meet that challenge.

What is the Gaia-ESO Survey?

The Gaia-ESO Public Spectroscopic Survey employs the VLT FLAMES instrument for high quality spectroscopy of some 100 000 stars in the Milky Way. With well-defined samples, based primarily on current VISTA photometry for the field stars, and on the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) and a variety of photometric surveys of open clusters, the survey will quantify the kinematic multi-elemental chemical abundance distribution functions of the Milky Way Bulge, the thick Disc, the thin Disc, and the Halo stellar components, as well as a very significant sample of 100 open clusters, covering all accessible cluster ages and stellar masses. This alone will revolutionise knowledge of Galactic and stellar evolution. When combined with precision astrometry, delivering accurate distances, 3D spatial distributions, 3D space motions, and improved astrophysical parameters for each star, the survey will quantify the formation history and evolution of young, mature and ancient Galactic populations. The precision astrometry will be provided by the Gaia “Galactic census”, with the first astrometric data release likely to occur in 2016, in time for the full analysis of the complete Gaia-ESO Survey data.

The Gaia-ESO Survey is among the largest and most ambitious ground-based surveys ever attempted by European astronomy. The Survey consortium involves some 300 scientists in over 90 institutions (see the list of team members). This large allocation of telescope time, which followed a very detailed scientific and managerial peer review, is a robust measure of the strength and originality of the scientific case, the high legacy value of the Survey dataset, the appropriateness of the methodology being utilised, and the project implementation and management structure. There are two survey Co-PIs, Gerry Gilmore and Sofia Randich, leading the Milky Way and calibration aspects, and star cluster aspects, respectively. The important synergy from covering all Galactic components is a joint responsibility and opportunity.

Gaia-ESO Survey scientific background

Understanding how galaxies actually form and evolve within our ΛCDM (Lambda Cold Dark Matter) Universe, and how their component stars and stellar populations form and evolve, continues to be an enormous challenge. Extant simulations of the aggregation of cold dark matter (CDM) suggest that galaxies grow through a sequence of merger and accretion events. Most events involve accretion of an object that is so small that it barely perturbs the system, some events involve an object large enough to produce a mild perturbation, and a handful of events involve an object that causes a major convolution. Exactly how these events impact on a galaxy cannot be predicted at this time because the extremely complex physics of baryons cannot be reliably simulated: at a minimum it involves interstellar chemistry, magnetic reconnection, radiative transfer in the presence of spectral lines and significant
velocity gradients, thermonuclear fusion, neutron absorption, neutrino scattering, radioactive decay, cosmic ray acceleration and diffusion. Theoretical models of galaxy formation rely more heavily on phenomenological models than on physical theory. Thus, these models require calibration with well-studied (nearby) test cases. For example, star formation involves turbulence, magnetic reconnection, collisionless shocks, and radiative transfer through a turbulent medium. Similarly, the treatment of convection, mixing, equations of state at high density, opacities, rotation and magnetic fields can all significantly affect stellar luminosities, radii, and lifetimes at different evolutionary phases. We are far from being able to simulate the coupled evolution of CDM and baryons from \textit{ab initio} physics.

Observations are crucial to learning how galaxies and stars were formed and evolved to their present structure. Observations of objects at high redshifts and long lookback times are important for this endeavour, as is the detailed examination of our Galaxy, because such “near-field cosmology” gives insights into key processes that cannot be obtained by studying faint, poorly resolved objects with uncertain features. Just as the history of life was deduced by examining rocks, we expect to deduce the history of the Galaxy by examining stars. Stars record the past in their ages, compositions and kinematics. For example, individual accretion and cluster dissolution events can be inferred by detecting stellar streams from accurate phase-space positions. Correlations between the chemical compositions and kinematics of field stars will enable us to deduce the history of star formation and even the past dynamics of the Disc. The kinematic structure of the Bulge will reveal the relative importance in its formation of disc instability and an early major merger. The study of open clusters is crucial to understanding fundamental issues in stellar evolution, the star formation process, and the assembly and evolution of the Milky Way thin Disc.

Most stars form in associations and clusters, rather than singly, so understanding star formation also implies studying cluster formation. Advances in infrared astronomy have opened up the study of the formation of stellar cores in dark clouds, and the period in which a core grows by accretion. We know that outflows of various types disperse most of the gas of a cloud, and that the great majority of groups of young stars then quickly disperse. More populous groups survive the dispersal as open clusters, and subsequently disperse through a combination of internal mass loss, two-body scattering off other members of the group, and tidal disturbance by the gravitational fields of external objects such as giant molecular clouds and spiral arms. It is possible that open clusters are the dominant source of field stars. They trace different thin Disc components covering broad age and metallicity intervals, from a few Myr up to several Gyr, from 0.3 to two times solar abundance. Each cluster provides a snapshot of stellar evolution. Thus, observations of many clusters at different ages and chemical compositions, quantify stellar evolution, allowing increasingly detailed theoretical models to be tested. Much stellar and Galactic astrophysics hinges on these crucial comparisons between cluster observations and the predictions of the models.

Figure 1 illustrates the state-of-the-art colour–magnitude diagram based on the Hipparcos re-analysis by Floor van Leeuwen, of nearby precise luminosity and colour data. The open cluster data are colour-coded by age, blue being younger, red older. Local field stars are in grey.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{colour-magnitude_diagram.png}
\caption{A colour–magnitude diagram based on the Hipparcos re-analysis by Floor van Leeuwen, of nearby precise luminosity and colour data. The open cluster data are colour-coded by age, blue being younger, red older. Local field stars are in grey.}
\end{figure}

Scale of the challenge and specific scientific objectives
The key to addressing these topics, and decoding the history of the formation and
The evolution of the Galaxy and its components, involves three aspects: chemical element mapping, which quantifies timescales, mixing and accretion length scales, star formation histories, nucleosynthesis and internal processes in stars; spatial distributions, which relate to structures and gradients; and kinematics, which relates to both the felt, but unseen, dark matter, and dynamical histories of clusters and merger events. With Gaia, and stellar models calibrated on clusters, one will also add ages for (slightly evolved) field stars, for the first time. Manifestly, a spectroscopic survey returning data for very large samples is required to define with high statistical significance all these distribution functions and their spatial and temporal gradients.

The Gaia-ESO Survey is that survey. Moreover, it will also be the first survey yielding a homogeneous dataset for large samples of both field and cluster stars, providing unique added value. The specific top-level scientific goals it will pursue are.

- Open cluster formation, evolution, and disruption;
- Calibration of the complex physics that affects stellar evolution;
- Quantitative studies of Halo substructure, dark matter, and rare stars;
- Nature of the Bulge;
- Origin of the thick Disc;
- Formation, evolution, structure of the thin Disc;
- Kinematic multi-element distribution function in the Solar Neighbourhood.

**Gaia-ESO Survey legacy overview**

This VLT survey delivers the data to support a wide variety of studies of stellar populations, the evolution of dynamical systems, and stellar evolution. The Survey will complement Gaia by using the GIRAFFE+ UVES spectrographs to measure detailed abundances for at least 12 elements (Na, Mg, Si, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Sr, Zr, Ba) in up to 10,000 field stars with $V < 15$ mag and for several additional elements (including Li) for more metal-rich cluster stars. Depending on target signal-to-noise (S/N) and astrophysical parameters, the data will typically probe the fundamental nucleosynthetic channels: nuclear statistical equilibrium (through V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co), and alpha-chain (through Si, Ca, Ti). The radial velocity precision for this sample will be $0.1 \text{ to } 5 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, depending on target, with, in each case, the measurement precision being that required for the relevant astrophysical analysis. The data will resolve the full phase-space distributions for large stellar samples in clusters, making it possible to identify, on both chemical and kinematic grounds, substructures that bear witness to particular merger or starburst events, and to follow the dissolution of clusters and the Galactic migration of field stars.

The survey will also supply homogeneously determined chemical abundances, rotation rates and diagnostics of magnetic activity and accretion, for large samples of stars in clusters with precise distances, which can be used to challenge stellar evolution models. Considerable effort will be invested in abundance calibration and ESO archive re-analysis to ensure maximum future utility.

Why not just wait for Gaia?

The Gaia mission will provide photometry and astrometry of unprecedented precision for most stars brighter than $G = 20$ mag, and obtain low resolution spectra for most stars brighter than 17th magnitude. The first astrometry data release is likely to be in 2016, with spectrophotometry and stellar parameters to follow later, and 2021 for the final catalogue. Crucially, Gaia has limited spectroscopic capabilities and, like all spacecraft, does not try to compete with large ground-based telescopes at what they do best.

A convenient way of picturing the Gaia–ground complementarity is to look at the dimensionality of data which can be obtained on an astrophysical object. Larger amounts of information of higher quality are the goal, to increase understanding. Figure 2 gives a cartoon view of this information set. There are four basic thresholds which we must pass. The first is to know a source exists, its position, and basic photometric data. Photometric surveys, such as those underway at VISTA and VST will deliver this information. The second is to add the time domain — motions, including parallax, providing distances and speeds. Here Gaia will be revolutionary. The third threshold is radial velocity, turning motions into orbits. While Gaia will provide radial velocities, the magnitude limit is three magnitudes brighter than that of the astrometry and the precision is much below that of proper motions. Here the Gaia-ESO will be crucial to supplement Gaia spectroscopy. The fourth threshold is chemistry, and astrophysical parameters. These latter two both require spectroscopy, which is the key information from the Gaia-ESO Survey.

**Gaia-ESO Survey samples and observational strategy**

The Gaia-ESO Survey observing strategy has been designed to deliver the top-level survey goals. The Galactic inner and outer Bulge will be surveyed, as will be the inner and outer thick and thin...
Discs, the Halo and known Halo streams. Particular focus will be put on the local thin Disc, as this study both complements Gaia astrometry and will benefit most from the high precision Gaia data. More specifically, prime GIRAFFE targets in the Bulge are K giants, which dominate the relevant colour–magnitude diagram selection. Primary targets in the Halo and thick Disc are \( r = 17–18 \) mag. F stars, with the bluer, fainter F stars probing the Halo and brighter, redder F stars probing the thick Disc. Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) photometry shows a clear thick Disc/Halo transition at \( 17 < r < 18 \) and \( 0.2 < g - r < 0.4 \) — and we use the equivalent selection from VISTA near-infrared photometry. In fields crossing known Halo streams (e.g., Sagittarius), K giant candidates will be included in the sample.

Outer thick Disc fields will have distant F stars as prime targets, like the Halo. This well-defined low latitude sample probes 2–4 kpc, more than a radial scale length. In addition, we will allocate 25 % of the fibres to brighter candidate K giants, which probe the far outer thick Disc, warp, flare and Monoceros stream, and will deliver excellent S/N. To quantify thin Disc dynamics, we will target 4–6 fields to \( l = 19 \) mag. in the Plane to test spiral arm/bar dynamics obtaining several thousand radial velocities per line of sight. We will dedicate UVES parallels for the field surveys to an unbiased sample of 5000 FG stars within 2 kpc of the Sun.

Cluster selection is optimised to fine-sample the age–[Fe/H]–Galactocentric distance–mass parameter space. Clusters in all phases of evolution (except embedded), with ages from about 1 Myr up to 10 Gyr will be included, sampling different environments and star formation conditions. This will provide sufficient statistics to explore the dynamical evolution of clusters; the same sample will map stellar evolution as a function of metallicity for \( 0.1 < \frac{M/M_\odot}{100} \), even for short-lived evolutionary phases, and provide a population large enough to thoroughly investigate metallicity as a function of Galactocentric radius and age. In all clusters GIRAFFE will be used to target faint cluster members (down to \( V = 19 \)), while parallel UVES fibres will be fed with brighter or key objects (down to \( V = 16.5 \)), to be used for accurate multi-element abundances.

For the field survey, two GIRAFFE high resolution setups are used, HR10 and HR21, which include a large enough number of Fe i and Fe ii lines for astrophysical parameter determination, along with lines of other key elements. The parallel UVES observations will use the 580 nm setup. For the clusters, and depending on the specific targets, six GIRAFFE setups are employed (HR03/05A/06/14A/15N/21). 

HR03/05A/06/14A/15N/21 contain a large number of spectral features, to be used to derive radial velocities and astrophysical parameters of early-type stars. HR15N/21 are instead the most appropriate gratings for late-type stars; they access a large enough number of lines to derive radial velocities, as well as to retrieve key information on the star’s characteristics (e.g., temperature, [Li/H], accretion rates, chromospheric activity, rotation). For UVES, the 520 nm and 580 nm setups will be used for hot and cool stars, respectively.

Gaia-ESO Survey methodology and implementation activities

The Gaia-ESO Survey is a very large project, with substantial resource commitments in terms of telescope access. The greatest cost, and opportunity, is of course the time of the 300 scientists dedicated to this project over the next five years. To guarantee that this resource is utilised with maximal efficiency and effectiveness, we have developed a very detailed plan, clarifying every stage of information flow, decision dependency, data processing, information storage, and provision of documented data for team scientific analysis. This involved a 42-page science case, supplemented by a 25-page management plan, describing every stage of the project implementation, from science goal through detailed target selection, data processing, and readiness for scientific analysis. The science plan was reviewed and approved by a special ESO-organised science strategy panel, and by the ESO Time Allocation system. The management plan was reviewed by ESO and agreed after minor iteration. These documents form a memorandum of understanding between ESO...
Figure 4. GIRAFFE spectra of a Milky Way star in the outer thick Disc (grating setting HR21, upper panel) and a member of the young cluster γ Velorum (setting HR15N, lower panel). Note the strong Hα emission and lithium 6708 Å line in the latter, both indicators of youth.

Figure 5. Left panel: UVES spectra are shown of a member of γ Velorum around Hα (upper) and the lithium line (bottom). Right panel: UVES spectra of a Milky Way field star in the Hα (upper) and Hβ (lower) spectral regions.
and the Co-PIs on Survey delivery. They are available on the survey wiki1 and (forthcoming) web page2.

A Survey Consortium Working Group structure has been created to match the information and requirements flow, from the scientific context which defines source selection, through selection, observation, data reduction, classification, spectrum analysis, astrophysical parameter determination, and collation of all the information necessary for science verification analysis (see Figure 3). The survey activities are structured into 18 Working Groups, one for each level of critical specialist activity, each with an identified coordinator, remit, requirements, and deliverables.

A 19th Working Group dedicated to communications is also included. The Working Group coordinators report to the Co-PIs, who are advised by a Steering Group, which acts as the project management board. The Steering Group members act to assist the Co-PIs in supporting the consortium activities. The Steering Committee and Working Group leads are identified as co-authors of this article. There are many more workers than there are managers — which is why the survey works!

At the heart of the survey data processing are the spectrum analyses. All extracted spectra are processed through general purpose pipelines, to refine astrophysical parameters, and deliver elemental abundances to a level appropriate for the relevant stellar type and available S/N. Separate pipelines manage, respectively, hot, warm and cool stars, as well as pre-main sequence stars, and GIRAFFE and UVES spectra. It is a strength of this Gaia-ESO Survey team that it includes a majority of Europe’s spectrum analysis groups, which between them have available a wealth of expertise. All groups have agreed to adopt a fixed set of atomic data and model atmospheres for the analysis of FGK stars. Very considerable coordination between the teams has been underway for some months. This range of analysis excellence will be applied to the various stellar and data types as appropriate. Sanity checking will then deliver, for each star target, a “best” set of parameters and abundances, with corresponding random and systematic errors, and an explicit analysis of the effect of alternative analysis assumptions. All these results will be archived for later analysis, both in the operational database, and the Survey archive for later public analysis. All survey products will be delivered to the ESO archive.

Complementary activities

Given the outstanding range of science opportunities in near-field cosmology, it is not surprising that Galactic surveys are a major research activity globally. One of these, AEGIS, using the Australian AAO 2dF facility, is coordinated with the Milky Way field part of Gaia-ESO, with shared photometric targets, and closely coordinated follow-up science planning. AEGIS, which targets candidate Halo stars identified from the SkyMapper photometric survey, aims to observe the rare relatively bright metal-poor stars, to add statistical weight in the wings of the Gaia-ESO distribution function. The AEGIS PI is Stefan Keller at the Australian National University (ANU). A second complementary survey is the RADial Velocity Experiment (RAVE)3: a very-large-number survey, albeit restricted to low resolution calcium triplet spectra, and limited to stars brighter $V = 13$ mag, brighter than the Gaia-ESO bright limit. RAVE kinematics are good, and so complementary analyses of the joint RAVE and Gaia-ESO kinematic samples will be enormously powerful. The RAVE PI is Matthias Steinmetz at AIP Potsdam. In order to maximise synergy between archive spectroscopy, the various bright star surveys underway, such as RAVE, or planned, Gaia-ESO, and Gaia itself, are investing considerable effort establishing common abundance calibrations between available and planned datasets. This work, coordinated by Elena Pancino and Sofia Feltzing, should ensure a real long-term legacy from the Gaia-ESO Survey.

First light!

The first observations were obtained on 31 December 2011, by Thomas Bensby and Christophe Martayan. While the first spectrum was, unsurprisingly, a twilight standard star, real survey data soon followed. During the first run 12 different fields in the 10 Myr cluster γ Velorum were observed, along with three fields in the outer thick Disc. Examples of GIRAFFE and UVES spectra are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Prospects

The big themes in European astronomy require both space and ground-based observations.

In the field of Milky Way studies, the key recommendations of the joint ESA–ESO working group (chaired by Catherine Turon) can be summarised in two words covering both space and ground: “Gaia” and “spectroscopy”. The planned spectroscopic data products from the Gaia-ESO Survey will all be available to the community roughly at the same time as the first intermediate Gaia catalogue, expected around 2016. Future dedicated survey spectroscopy facilities are under study to allow Europe to carry the torch forward in years to come, learning from this first effort. The European scientific community has an enormous opportunity to address a multitude of Galactic astronomy topics with combined spectroscopic and Gaia data.
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1 Gaia-ESO Survey wiki page: http://great.ast.cam.ac.uk/GEStwiki/GEStHome
2 Gaia-ESO Survey web page: http://www.gaia-eso.eu
3 RAVE web page: http://www.rave-survey.org
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